
Language Available: Mandarin     
 
Day 1: Arrival at Changsha (Dinner)  
Upon arrival, meet and greet by our friendly guide. Transfer to hotel for check-in. After dinner, free at 
leisure. 

 
Day 2: Zhangjiajie – Phoenix Ancient Town – Tuojiang River (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)  
This morning, we will travel to Phoenix Ancient Town. This town has outstanding natural beauty where 
mountains, water and blue skies prevail. Upon arrival, you will be impressed by its air of mystery, 
elegance and primitive Simplicity. Stop by to visit the GuCheng Museum .We will also visit Yang 
Ancestral Hall and Dongmen Chenglou, Wanming Pagoda, Hong Qiao artistic area. After that, proceed 
to Shawan Diao Jiao Lou. We will take a boat ride at the Tuojiang River to enjoy the beautiful scenery. 
 
Day 3: Phoenix Ancient Town – Zhangjiajie (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)  
This morning, we will visit the Junsheng Sandstone Painting Gallery to admire Chinese Art. Followed by,  
a stroll at Bu Folk Custom Street. 

Day 4: Zhangjiajie – Xihai Stione Forest – Avater filming location (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner) 
 Today, we will climb the Mt Tianzi (take cable car up the mountain and Bailong eleveator down). 
Bailong elevator is the highest speed elevator in the world. The Mt Tianzi provides stunning views of 
peaks which rise one after another. It is known as “the Monarch of the Peak Forest”. Here, we may also 
visit the Helong Garden, Xihai Stone Forest and Mt Hallelujah. In Mt Hallelujah, is also well known for 
the shooting ground of the movie “Avatar”. Then we will visit the Jewellery Factory. 
 
Day 5: Zhangjiajie – National Forest Park – Shi Li Gallery (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)  
After breakfast, we will proceed to Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. It is one of the several national 
parks within the Wulingyuan Scenic Area. In 2004, Zhangjiajie National Forest Park was listed as a 
UNESCO Global Geopark. Continue to visit Jinbian Stream. The streem flows between steep grotesque 
peaks and luxuriant trees. Here, the meandering streams, the crystal-clear waterfalls, exotic plants and 
rare animals co-exist and constitute the extraordinarily beautiful, tranquil and natural ecological 
environment. It is known as “the most beautiful valley in the world” and “the most poetic stream”. After 
that, we will proceed to Shili Gallery. Along this path there are many rock formations that vaguely 
resemble people, animals and whatever else the mind can imagine. We will take a roundtrip ride on the 
tram along the 10 miles. 
 
Day 6: Depart from Changsha (Breakfast)  
After Breakfast, we will visit the Huangxing Walking Street and SanXiang Embroidery Gallery, and 
proceed to airport for your flight back home! 
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Mandatory Tour: Xiangxi Singa and Dance Performance, Ju Zi Zhou Tou Park and Mushroom Hotpot (500RMB Per Person) 

Shopping Stops: Jewelry, Tea House, Foot bath and Charcoal Carving shops 

Terms and conditions: 

- Due to unforeseen circumstances, the sequence of the hotel/itinerary is subject to changes with/without prior notice. 

- It is compulsory to tip your guide and driver to show your appreciation. RMB25 per pax per day. 

- Tour is conducted in Mandarin,unless otherwise specified. Request for bilingual (Mandarin & English) guide is subject to confirmation. 

- Non-Singaporean may require a tourist Visa, please refer to our consultants for application details. 


